For 2 to 4 players
Ages 8 to adult

Rules
Object:

Be the first player to snag 20 points.

Contents:

7 letter cubes, cube cup, 30 category cards, score pad. You will need a
pen or pencil to keep score.

Set Up:

Mix the category cards and place them on the table. Place the letter
cubes in the cup.

Playing:

The youngest player starts the game then play moves to the left. On your
turn take the top category card and turn it over so that all players can
see it. Then the player whose turn it is rolls all 7 letter cubes. Immediately
all players shout out words that relate to the category that begin with one
of the letters face up on the cubes. As a player shouts out a word, that
player snags the cube with that letter on it. Opponents must object
immediately if they think the word just shouted does not relate to
the category.
When all of the letter cubes have been snagged, or players have gone
10 seconds or more without coming up with a word, the round is over.

Scoring:

Players score one point for each letter cube they snagged during the
round.

Ending and Winning the Game:

The first player to snag 20 points wins. In case of a tie, tying players
compete in another round.

Alternate Red Letters Way to Play:

Play as above except in order to pick up red letter cubes, players shout
out words where the red letter is in any position OTHER THAN the first
letter in the word.

Red Letter Play Example:
Allowed:
Category: Liquids
Red Letter: T
A player can shout, “Water” and take the cube.
Not allowed:
Category: Liquids
Red Letter: P
A player cannot use the word, “Pop” because a “P”
is also at the beginning of the word.
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